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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses an experimental approach to study the effects of a contactless
method on electrocoalescence of water-in-oil mixture/emulsion. A positive corona discharge is
utilized using a sharp conductive needle without direct contact with the mixture/solution to avoid
potential corrosion of the electrode. This creates a nonuniform electric field, which is further used
for the coalescence of water droplets in the range of micro to macro in oil. Two approaches are
employed in this study: qualitative analysis conducted by visually studying coalescence patterns in
videos captured with a high-speed camera and a quantitative analysis based on calculations
obtained from dynamic light scattering measurements. From the behavior of the water droplets
under the electric field, it is observed that dipole−dipole interaction, migratory coalescence/
electrophoresis, and dielectrophoresis have major roles in promoting the coalescence events. The
effects of oil viscosity and power consumption on the coalescence rate are also investigated,
suggesting an optimal oil−water separation process. The results of this study pave a path for
developing a safe, contactless, rapid, and low-power-consuming separation process, potentially suitable for an offsite application.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Separation of Water from Oil. The separation of
water from an emulsion is the most common processing step in
applications such as petroleum de-emulsification, chemical
dehydration, desalination, wastewater treatment processes, and
other industries such as resource recycling, metallurgy, and
equipment manufacturing.1,2 Water and oil mixtures can be
separated by exerting external forces, self-induction, gravity
forces, and buoyancy forces enabling their separation and
removal.3,4 In gravity separator setups, the sedimentation time
of the small water droplets (sizes less than 100 μm) is in close
correlation with the residence velocity.5 The sedimentation
time for water droplets significantly changes with their size,
and it can vary from seconds to years for sizes ranging from
macro- to microscale.6 The motion of water droplets toward
each other triggered via mechanical forces,7 microwave
radiation,8 thermal forces,9 electrostatic forces,10 membrane
separation,11 demulsifier,12 adsorption,13 absorption,14 and
chemical reactions15 governs the separation rate in the
emulsion. However, electrocoalescence is the most common
method of coalescence used in various industries, providing a
fast and efficient separation of emulsions.1

1.2. Electrocoalescence. The separation of a water
droplet induced by external electric fields results in the
generation of a dipole that further interacts with another
adjacent dipolar water droplet, enhancing the coalescence rate
in an emulsion. This process is called dipole−dipole
interaction (DDI), which is considered the primary mechanism
for observing electrocoalescence in a uniform electric field. The
motion of water droplets can also be induced via Coulombic
forces caused by an external electric field on charged water
droplets, enhancing the chances of collision between the water

droplets and leading to the so-called migratory coalescence.
The migratory coalescence is mainly due to the electrophoresis
(EP) force and is observed when utilizing DC electric fields; a
few studies available in the literature investigated this effect on
the electrocoalescence process. Overall, the kinetics of
electrocoalescence events are governed by various parameters
such as electrical and physical properties of the fluids, the
magnitude of the external electric fields, emulsion impurities,
flow and turbulence of the fluids, water droplet sizes, and
dispersion of water droplets, which have been extensively
investigated in the literature.16−19 However, chain formation,
water droplet splitting, low performance on the low water
content, residue water droplets, and high-power consumption,
particularly for AC electric field, are some of the incidents that
have adverse effects on the electrocoalescence rates and
performances. These incidents could potentially occur due to
the application of moderate electric fields during separation
processes.3 For instance, alignment of the water droplets in the
direction of the applied electric field forms a water bridge in
the shape of a chain that causes an electric discharge (i.e., short
circuit) and consequently a reduced coalescence rate.20,21

These adverse characteristics can be alleviated either by
coating the electrode tip with thin layers of dielectric materials
with a compromise of extra cost and additional required
electric field/power consumption. Alternatively, using a
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microfluidics setup could eliminate the chances of chain
formation by continuous motion of the fluid inside the
channels. However, the scalability of the microfluidic
channels/devices is limited and they are not suitable for offsite
industrial applications.22 Also, electrode corrosion is another
challenge due to the electrolytic effect at anode electrodes
(especially when utilizing DC electric fields).23

In general, changing the strength of the electric field leads to
2 orders of magnitude enhancement in the coalescence rate of
water droplets.24 Some studies have shown that there is an
electric field threshold in emulsions below which electro-
coalescence cannot be fully triggered, requiring the intensity of
the electric field to be increased to activate DDI and EP.25

Furthermore, improving the performance of these two
mechanisms is corresponded to increasing the strength of the
electric field. However, by increasing the field strength, it is
most likely to form water droplet chains across the electrodes
and split water droplets undesired in the coalescence process.
Williams suggested three electrostatic splitting mechanisms.
Water droplets will be elongated along the direction of the
electric field and will be disintegrated if the electric field is
strong enough. Another mechanism related to constraining the
acquired charges by coming into contact with the electrode or
charged water droplets is given by Rayleigh. The third
disintegration mechanism is triggered when the water droplets
are attached to one of the electrodes. In this case, charges
accumulate at the tip of droplets and start forming the Taylor
cone, which produces small droplets at the tip of the water
droplet (shown in Video S1).26,27 This issue could be
mitigated by applying a hydrophobic coating to the electrode
to prevent droplet formation on the electrode; however, it
requires extra cost. In spite of increasing the strength of the
electric field, in some cases, the water droplets retreat after
initial contact with each other forming noncoalescence water
droplets; thus, this increase in an electric field can decrease the
efficiency of the coalescence and ultimately the separation
process.28,29 To avoid activating those mechanisms and
increasing the interaction force (coalescence rate), it is needed
to determine a general strategy to solve this problem. Recent
studies have shown promising results by utilizing nonuniform
electric fields for emulsion separation with improvement in the
dehydration process and accelerating the movement of water
droplets.30,31 However, an optimum electrode geometry for
creating a nonuniform electric field remains challenging,
mostly due to the Joule heating effect.24,32,33 To address this
challenge, it is required to have a flexible and contactless
method when applying electric discharge and forming
nonuniform electric fields.
1.3. Corona Discharge. Corona discharge provides many

advantages in several industrial applications such as photo-
copying, ozone generating, and air filtration.34 When a neutral
gas (i.e., air) is introduced into a high potential gradient, it
results in gas ionization and loss of neutrality. The most
common configuration to create corona discharge is a point-to-
plane setup. The gas in the space near the sharp conductive
electrode ionizes when a threshold voltage is applied,
sustaining a continuous discharge regime. In a positive corona
discharge, positive ions of gaseous medium form free space
charge carriers accelerating toward the negative ground
electrode.35,36

Here, a contactless method of emulsion separation is
presented utilizing a nonuniform electric field induced via a
corona discharge. The corona discharge generates ions for

inducing an electrohydrodynamic (EHD) instability inside a
W/O mixture/emulsion. The charged ions accelerate and drift
toward the opposite electrode, creating an ionic wind. Locating
the W/O mixture/emulsion between the corona-producing
electrode and the ground electrode results in the injection of
the ions and the formation of a nonuniform electric field in the
mixture/emulsion. Due to the contactless nature of our
method, there is no electrode corrosion as a result of exposure
to the W/O mixture/emulsion. The air gap between the
corona-producing electrode (a sharp conductive needle
connected to a high voltage) and the W/O mixture/emulsion
acts as a current barrier and results in improving the safety of
this separation process. Besides, the nonuniform electric field
generated in this configuration eliminates the complexity
involved in conventional methods such as the design of the
electrode geometry and/or temperature increase due to the
Joule heating effect.33 Finally, the formation of the ionic wind
and its injection into the W/O mixture/emulsion induces
electroconvection in it, breaking up chain formation by water
droplets, which is problematic in conventional electro-
coalescence.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The corona discharge current/voltage characteristics follow the
Townsend discharge regime defined by37

V
k V V

I
( )0= −

(1)

where I is the current, V is the applied voltage, k is a constant,
and V0 is the corona onset voltage. Indeed, the space charge
between the sharp electrode and the liquid surface acts as a
large nonlinear resistor or, in other words, acts as current
overload protection, playing a safeguard role against short-
circuit events. The power loss due to this resistance behavior is
trivial (on the order of mW) due to the microamp range of the
current. The optimum distance of the electrode (corona gap)
on the dielectric liquid was reported in our previous work.36

Air molecules/atoms were ionized in the area close to the
sharp electrode with a high potential gradient. The liberated
electrons move toward the sharp electrode, and the positive
ions are subjected to an electric field, accelerating from the
pointed electrode to the ground electrode. The dielectric liquid
can be considered ohmic fluid if the traveling time of the
injected ions is less than the relaxation time of the liquid.
Otherwise, it is fair to be assumed as a nonohmic fluid38
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where εc is the dielectric constant of the liquid, ε0 is the
permittivity of free space, σ is the conductivity, L is the
thickness, KL is the ion mobility, and VL is the surface
potential. In this experiment, the relaxation time of silicone oil
is calculated to be 400 s (with ε = ε0εc, ε0 = 8.85 × 10−12 F/m,
εc = 2.75, and σ = 6 × 10−12 S). On the other hand, the
mobility of the ions of the air is much higher than that of liquid
mobility and results in charges being trapped on the liquid
surface. This situation is called space charge limited current
(SCLC); therefore, we can conclude that the silicone oil in our
experiments acted as a nonohmic fluid. The electric field in the
corona gap can be found by39
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where r is the sharp electrode radius of curvature, t is the
corona gap, and x is the abscissa of the point to a sharp
electrode. The current density in the air is j = KaEq(dE/dz = q/
ε0) and in the liquid is j = KLEq. From the continuity of εE on
the oil surface and by the integration of V = E·dL, we can reach
the voltage distribution on the oil surface. The surface
potential can be found by40
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Utilizing the corona discharge, the ionic wind collides with the
W/O mixture/emulsion surface and the current density varies
from point to point, which can be found in Warburg’s law41
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where Ic is the corona current, α is the angle between the
needle and a point on the surface (Figure 1), and n is a

constant depending on the positive or negative corona. It can
be seen from the above correlation that the current density is
concentrated at the centerline aligned with the needle (α = 0°)
and reaches zero on the sides of the test cell (α ≥ 65°). The oil
surface acts as an electrode in which the surface voltage is
distributed as a function of distance to the sharp electrode.
This nonuniform distribution of the surface potential and the

constant potential of the ground electrode builds a nonuniform
electric field in the oil medium (E = V/L).42

2.1. Coalescence of Two Water Droplets in an Oil
Medium. To examine the impact of corona discharge and
various electrocoalescence phenomena involved in the process,
simple tests were conducted by placing water droplets inside a
silicone oil medium, and their trajectories were examined via
high-speed imaging. To this end, a table setup was designed to
expose water droplets dispersed inside a dielectric oil to corona
discharge. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the setup, including
mainly three parts: a high-voltage amplifier connected to a
sharp electrode for corona generation, an adjustable mecha-
nism used to keep a grounding electrode in contact with the
emulsion, and a measuring unit incorporating current
measurements (see also Figure S1). First, the test cell was
prepared by filling a quartz cube up to 15 mm high with
silicone oil of 3000 cSt viscosity, and the corona gap was kept
at 10 mm (t = 10 mm). The high viscosity oil was used to
increase the sedimentation time of the water droplets to
provide enough time to observe the droplets’ behaviors during
the experiment. The sedimentation velocity is defined by6

v
a g(2 ( ) )

9

2
W Cρ ρ

η
=

−
(6)

where a is the droplet radius, ρW is the droplet (water) density,
ρC is the continuous phase (oil) density, η is the fluid dynamic
viscosity, and g is the gravitational constant.
Four major positions of the water droplets were considered

in this experiment to investigate the effect of the DDI, EP, and
DEP. The corona voltage was kept constant at 4 kV. This
voltage was selected to eliminate the impact of flow motion
induced by electroconvection.43

The first two water droplets were dispersed closely in the
center of the test cell (Figure 2A). In this situation, it was
expected that two water droplets form dipoles due to the
polarization in the electric field and interact with each other.
The distance between the two dipoles was close enough to
build large interaction energy and to develop radial and
tangential forces, as shown schematically in Figure S2 and
described by eqs S1 and S2.44

It can be inferred from eqs S1 and S2 that the interaction
between two water droplets is significantly affected by their
distance (proportional to the inverse of the fourth power of
their distance). In addition, an increase in the size of water
droplets can enhance coalescer performance by 3-folds. At the
beginning of the test, the effect of the radial force was not
considerable because of the angle between the dipoles and the
distance vector, as can be seen in eq S1; hence, the droplets did
not move toward each other. However, the net tangential force
was not zero appearing right after polarization based on eq S2.
Subsequently, the two dipoles rotated counterclockwise to
approach the position where the radial force was high enough
to overcome hydrodynamic forces, starting to maneuver.
Consequently, the water droplets started to move toward
each other and finally coalesced. The entire process occurred
in less than 15 s, suggesting the fast response of the DDI
mechanism if all of the requirements are met (see Video S2).
Figure 2A shows the snapshots of droplets during this
coalescence process.
Next, two water droplets were dispersed in the center of the

oil medium along the corona tip, and each was touching the

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. The height of the
needle was adjusted by a laboratory jack to which the test cell was
fixed. High-voltage potential (V) creates a strong potential gradient
between the electrodes resulting in ionization of the air molecules.
The charged ions accelerate and drift toward the opposite electrode,
creating an ionic wind. When the ionic wind collides with the
emulsion surface, the charges are transformed via conduction or
convection, making a nonuniform electric field in the dielectric
medium. The current density distributes nonuniformly on the W/O
mixture/emulsion surface following Warburg’s law, presented in eq 5.
The electric field is stronger in the center and surface of the W/O
mixture/emulsion as a direct result of the current density distribution.
Current and voltage were measured actively during the experiments,
and videos were captured from the side view of the test cell.
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opposite electrodes (Figure 2B). Water droplets touching any
electrode surface receive a free charge, which is given by eq S3.
However, it is to be noted that the amount of charges varies

from point to point on the oil surface and depends on the
surface potential, as described in eq 4. Water droplets travel the
gap between the electrodes to reach the opposite electrode due
to Coulombic forces. Coalescence can occur in this gap due to
the collision between the nearby water droplets or the
attraction force between the neighboring oppositely charged
water droplets. In the case of attraction, the force acting
between the water droplets can be found from eq S5.
This force, responsible for electrocoalescence between two

water droplets, is called migratory coalescence, which is EP in
nature and usually occurs in DC electric fields (or AC electric
fields with a low frequency). Migratory coalescence should be
considered when the water droplets succeed in keeping their
charge long enough to pass the gap or at least halfway,
depending on the relaxation time. In this experiment, the
relaxation time (400 s) is high enough to guarantee water
droplets traversing the gap between the electrodes and
experiencing the migratory coalescence. According to eq S3
and comparing with eq S1, it can be concluded that migratory
coalescence is significantly affected by the size of water
droplets rather than their distance; however, the DDI is mostly

affected and manipulated by the distance between the water
droplets rather than their sizes. On the other hand, with an
increase in the strength of the electric field, both forces
increase in 2-folds in the migratory coalescence and the DDI
phenomena. Consequently, the opposite charges were induced
in the water droplets. They started to migrate from one
electrode to another one; however, the signs of the charges do
not agree, and the droplets attract each other and merge due to
the coalescence process based on eq S5. Although the duration
of the whole event was 20 s and it was higher than that
observed time in the DDI process, it could be considered a fast
response since the distance between the water droplets (see
Video S3) is relatively larger than that of the previous case.
Both DDI and migratory coalescence have been observed

under a uniform electric field. When water droplets are very
far, the uniform electric field is not efficient in enabling
electrocoalescence. However, a nonuniform electric field forms
while utilizing the corona discharge and the droplets exhibit
different behavior. To examine this, another experiment was
conducted. One water droplet was dispersed in the center and
another at the right of the test cell (oil medium), where the
electric field is weaker (Figure 2C). In a conventional
electrocoalescence where the electric field is uniform, there is
no chance of coalescence of these two water droplets. Due to

Figure 2. Impact of DDI, migratory coalescence, and DEP force on the coalescence of two water droplets in an oil medium. Two 10 μL deionized
water droplets were dispersed in four different positions/orientations (A−D) inside a test cell containing silicone (oil 3000 cSt viscous). In (A), the
distance between the water droplets was close enough to activate the DDI mechanism immediately. In this case, the tangential (angular)
component (eq S2) caused the rotation of the dipoles; then, the radial component (eq S1) reached the positive value and coalesced. In (B), the two
water droplets were in the center and far from each other, and the DDI had a small effect on attracting water droplets. The upper water droplet first
acquired charges from the surface of the dielectric and the lower water droplet acquired charges from ground electrode. They are both moved
toward the opposite electrode due to the effect of EP. The lower water droplet was polarized. The charge induced on the top surface did not agree
in sign with the moving droplet, which caused attraction in the neighboring region and coalesced after the collision. (C, D) None of the above
mechanisms were activated in the first place, and droplets started bouncing between the two electrodes because of EP, but as an effect of DEP, they
moved to the center of the test cell and coalesced.
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the considerable distance between the droplets, neither DDI
nor migratory coalescence can be activated. DEP could simply
be translated as the motion of matter due to the polarization
effect in a nonuniform electric field. Unlike EP that the
movement in an electric field is dependent on charged
particles, the motion in DEP results from the difference in
the dielectric constant of materials in the electric field, the
materials with the higher dielectric constant move toward
stronger electric fields. Since the induced water droplet dipoles
have a limited charge in an electric field, they align with the
electric field lines. However, in a nonuniform electric field, one
side of the dipoles is always exposed to the higher electric field
rather than the other sides. In this case, the net force is not
zero, and the dipole moves toward the regions with stronger
electric fields. Also, it should be noted that the DEP force does
not depend on the direction of the electric field and the dipole
moves in the same direction even if the direction of the field is
reversed and can be described by eq S6.
The nonuniform distribution of the electric field component

described in eqs 4 and 5 can result in the nonzero value of the
electric field gradient in the above equation. The DEP forces
move the water droplets toward space with the stronger
electric field in a collective way and increase the effect of the
DDI and the EP. The DEP can significantly enhance the
performance of coalescence, especially in dilute emulsions.
Also, the DEP can still be seen in charged water droplets due
to either partial charging when being in contact with the
electrodes or discharging based on the oil relaxation time. At
the beginning of this experiment, the water droplets were

bouncing in the oil medium between its top surface and the
ground electrode during the discharge exposure. This behavior,
also known as a ping-pong motion, was found in some other
applications in the literature but not in the coalescence field.45

It is hypothesized that when the EP starts, it is the main force
that manipulates the motion of the water droplets inside of the
oil medium. The observed secondary force was DEP, the effect
of which can be expressed as two components in the vertical
and horizontal axes. With a nonuniform electric field induced
via corona discharge, the field is stronger close to the surface in
the vertical direction, and the direction of the DEP is upward.
This observation confirms the electric field distribution that is
expressed in eqs 4 and 5. The velocity of the water droplets in
the upward direction was faster than that of the downward
motion even though the gravity force agreed in that direction.
Ultimately, the horizontal component of the DEP was
responsible for the coalescence. The electric field became
stronger by approaching the center of the test cell; therefore,
the direction of the DEP was toward the center. The center
droplet was already exposed to the strongest electric field, and
it did not have any motion in the horizontal direction. The
right-hand-side droplet was exposed to the weaker electric
field, and exposure of the DEP force pushed it to the center of
the test cell, decreasing the distance between the two droplets.
This process increased the chance of collision, activating
Coulomb’s force between two droplets, as expressed in eq S5.
Coalescence was initiated once the water droplets with
opposite charges were sufficiently close to attracting each
other due to the attraction force between two opposite charges,

Figure 3. (A) Twelve 10 μL deionized water droplets were dispersed in the test cell. DDI showed a rapid response to the applied electric field (4
kV) and was responsible for all coalescence events in the first 20 s of treatment with corona discharge. The second mechanism of the coalescence
was activated when the first water droplet touched the top surface of the dielectric. Subsequently, the migratory motion was the main reason for
coalescence events, the so-called migratory coalescence. The DEP force increased the rate of coalescence by gathering the far-off water droplets in
the center and is involved in coalescence events after 138 s of treatment. (B) Normalized mean droplet size (volume-weighted vs time). This plot
shows a rate of coalescence, which decreases gradually over time, changing the mechanism of coalescence from DDI to migratory coalescence.
Although the rate of coalescence is decreased in migratory coalescence, it is still a promising mechanism since the normalized water droplet size
increased from 1.25 to 2.25.
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leading to a collision between them. This process took 7 min
50 s to complete, which was dramatically longer than those
observed in experiments described in Figure 2A,B. However,
merging two distant droplets would not be possible if the
electric field was uniform, which typically occurs in conven-
tional electrocoalescence methods. This indicates the effective-
ness of utilizing a nonuniform electric field for the coalescence
of faraway droplets that is observed using a contactless corona
discharge (see Video S4).
Finally, both water droplets were dispersed on the right side

of the corona needle/test cell where the electric field is very
weak (Figure 2D). Similar to what was observed in Figure 2C,
water droplets exhibited bouncing between the two electrodes.
The effect of the DEP was still observed, and the two water
droplets started to move toward the center of the test cell.
Coalescence was triggered when the distance between two
water droplets was short enough to activate the migratory
coalescence mechanism, leading to their attraction to each
other. This event took 7 min 10 s, and it was relatively similar
to that observed in Figure 2C, suggesting that the effect of the
DEP on coalescence is independent of the distance between
water droplets and only depends on the strength of the electric
field, where the droplets are placed (see Video S5).
2.2. Coalescence of Multiple Water Droplets in an Oil

Medium. To investigate the effect of corona discharge on the
coalescence of more droplets collectively and to confirm
previously observed phenomena, 12 droplets of deionized
water (10 μL each in volume) were dispersed randomly in the
cell and were exposed to a corona discharge induced by a 4 kV
applied voltage (Figure 3A). As corona discharge initiates, DDI
starts to dominate all of the coalescence events in the first 20 s
(see Video S6). This force affected all of the adjacent water
droplets leading to the formation of larger droplets. Beyond
this time, by forming larger droplets, the distance between the
water droplets increased and the rating of the DDI-induced
coalescence decreased. After 10.9 s, the larger water droplets
on the top touched the surface, receiving a positive charge, and
started moving toward the ground electrode. From this point,
migratory coalescence started to become the dominant
mechanism for the rest of the process. The formation of the
larger water droplets after 46.8 s enhanced de-emulsification
since the small water droplets could easily suck into the
interface of the larger droplet. The last water droplet, which
also was the far-off water droplet from the center, merged
nearly after 6 min as the effect of both EP and DEP.
Figure 3B shows the normalized mean droplet volume

defined as the ratio of the average water droplet diameter

(volume-weighted) to its initial diameter (∼2.67 mm) vs time
for the first 360 s after applying corona discharge. This graph
can be divided into two sections: the first 20 s, which was
dominated by the effect of DDI, and it can be considered
relatively fast, and the second part from 20 s to the complete
coalescence, which was dominated by migratory coalescence
and the DEP-induced movement. The second part is quite
slow due to the distance between water droplets, but the effect
of the DEP is promising for the complete coalescence of all
droplets and enhancing the overall performance. In addition, it
should be noted here that the DEP helps to form larger
droplets in the center, which can enhance the performance of
the coalescence by sucking the smaller water droplets in the
affected neighboring regions. Overall, the results obtained
observing multiple droplets confirm the findings of two droplet
coalescence and suggest the effectiveness of applying a
nonuniform electric field via corona discharge on the
separation of emulsions.

2.3. Coalescence of Many Water Droplets in Water/
Oil Emulsion. To investigate the effect of the corona
discharge on a real emulsion, a W/O emulsion (2% water
content by weight in 350 cSt viscous silicone oil) was prepared
and then transferred to a cell in three batches and was exposed
to a 7 kV corona discharge for 20, 60, and 120 s. An applied
voltage of 7 kV was selected to ensure that the surface potential
is above the critical voltage, enabling observation of the
electroconvection phenomenon and its effect against potential
chain formation. One sample without treatment was kept as a
control sample. Figure 4A shows the effect of different
treatment times on the size of the water droplets. The size
of the water droplets significantly reacted to the treatment time
in which the larger droplets corresponded to more corona
treatment time. It is evident that only 20 s of corona treatment
leads to considerable coalescence of water droplets in the
emulsion. Figure 4B shows the same samples (both treated and
untreated) after 24 h in shelf conditions (see Video S7). The
untreated emulsion appears to be milky without a considerable
sign of separation even after 24 h. However, the treated
emulsions continue to separate further even after the corona
discharge; this is despite having smaller-sized water droplets
when compared to the untreated emulsion. We believe that the
induced charges in the emulsion due to the corona discharge
are contributing to shelf-condition separation and sedimenta-
tion of the water droplets, significantly beyond what could be
achieved without any treatment. Also, the effect of the residual
charges in the mixture is negligible since comparing the control
sample with the samples treated for different times does not

Figure 4. Effect of the corona discharge on the concentrated emulsion. (A) Effect of different corona treatment times (from left to right: no
treatment, 20, 60, and 120 s of treatment, respectively) on the W/O emulsion (2% water content by weight in silicone oil with a viscosity of 350
cSt). The size of the water droplets gradually increased over the treatment time. (B) Samples from (A) after 24 h in shelf condition. Forming larger
water droplets after corona treatment helps the separation of two phases by accelerating the sedimentation of the water droplets at the bottom of
the vials. The sample with the highest treatment time (120 s) was nearly separated into two distinct phases.
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show any sign of stability on all of the treated samples after 24
h. Furthermore, using the higher voltage causes the motion
inside of the oil inside the test cell, which was symmetrical on
both sides vs the location of the corona needle (tip). The
movement of the charged droplets made a flow pattern in the
center from the ground electrode toward the surface (positive
electrode). This motion can be amplified as a result of the ionic
wind on the oil surface.36,43 Initiating such a motion can also
enhance the performance of the coalescence due to increasing
the chance of collision between the water droplets46 and
preventing/breaking chain formation inside the emulsion (see
Video S8).
2.4. Diluted Emulsion. The average distance between the

water droplets in a diluted emulsion is relatively higher when
compared to the size of the droplets. As a result, water droplets
cannot build up enough interaction energy to attract each
other. In addition, the existing nanodroplets in the emulsion
make the separation process even more problematic because of
the lower electrical forces and the lower sedimentation times.
Experiments were carried out to evaluate the effect of corona
discharge on emulsion with less than 0.1% water content by
weight. Four treatment times (0, 20, 60, and 120 s), three
applied voltages (4, 7, and 10 kV), and three different

viscosities of silicone oil (100, 350, and 650 cSt) were studied,
evaluating the effect of these parameters on the coalescence
rate. The initial size distribution at the beginning of the test
was considered as a baseline for a comparative evaluation
purpose. The natural coalescence of the emulsions has a
limited response on time, and the size distribution slowly
shifted to a larger size over 4 h (see Figure 5A). When the
emulsion of silicone oil (100 cSt viscous) was exposed to a 7
kV corona discharge, the volume-weighted size distribution
showed a rapid response to the corona treatment. Not only the
average size was shifted but also tiny water droplets in the scale
of nano coalesced and formed larger droplets in the scale of
macro, without leaving residual droplets (see Figure 5B).
Figure 5C shows the effect of the electric field strength on the
rate of coalescence. The water droplet sizes immediately
responded to the applied electric field, and the size of water
droplets increased over time. The highest electric field
corresponds to a higher coalescence rate. At the highest
applied electric field (10 kV) and after 60 s of treatment, the
rate of the coalescence decreased and then it reached the limit
range of the dynamic light scattering (DLS) size, above which
the size of the droplets cannot be measured by this method.
The curve no longer follows the linear trend observed in other

Figure 5. Effect of corona discharge on the diluted emulsion. (A) Changing in the droplet size distribution of diluted emulsion, including silicone
oil with 100 cSt viscosity vs time without corona treatment over 4 h. The peak volumes were ∼460.8, 972.6, and 1266.7 nm for T = 0, 2, and 4 h,
respectively. (B) Changing in the droplet size distribution of diluted emulsion including silicone oil with 100 cSt viscosity vs time. The peak
volume-weighted sizes were ∼460.8, 989.3, 2756.8, and 4619.6 nm for T = 0, 20, 60, and 120 s, respectively (exposed to a 7 kV corona discharge).
The size gradually shifts to larger sizes without tiny residual droplets. (C) Normalized water droplet size against corona treatment time in diluted
emulsion (350 cSt) for different applied voltages. The higher voltage corresponds to the faster coalescence rate. The polynomial curve suggests a
transition from DDI to migratory coalescence mechanisms using 10 kV voltage. (D) Effect of the different oil viscosities on the coalescence rate.
Lower viscosity resulted in a faster rate with the same treatment conditions. (E) Power consumption of the case (C); the consumed power
increases nonlinearly by increasing the voltage with a jump from 4 to 7 kV applied voltage. (F) Effect of viscosity on power consumption; less
viscosity of continuous phase (oil) corresponds to higher power consumption, suggesting the electroconvection effect.
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experiments and seems to be polynomial. These findings agree
with the quantitative analysis results shown in Figure 4B,
suggesting that the initial rapid response was due to the DDI
and the slower response was due to the DEP and migratory
coalescence.
The results were also compared with conventional electro-

coalescence via a uniform electric field in the literature. As an
instance, Williams et al.26 used a 4 kV voltage and formed a
uniform electric field to separate 0.1% W/O emulsion with a
silicone oil viscosity of 1 cSt. They observed electrocoalescence
via enlargement of water droplets reaching a diameter of ∼1.6
normalized sizes (after 30 s) and saturating afterward without
any further increase in size. Here, we used a much viscous
silicone oil (350 cSt vs 1 cSt) and showed continuous and
more rapid coalescence verified by an increasing trend in the
size of the water droplets as a function of processing time. We
observed water droplets reaching 1.6 normalized sizes only
after 20 s of treatment and continuously enlarging to 5
normalized sizes after 120 s, without any sign of saturation in
coalescence trend/behavior. This continuous coalescence of
water droplets in the diluted emulsion is due to the presence of
the DEP forces formed by the nonuniform electric field
induced via corona discharge. The DEP forces decrease the
distance between the water droplets by bringing them to the
center of the test cell, leading to an overall enhancement in the
coalescence/separation process. It is to be noted that this
improved coalescence behavior occurred while the viscosity of
our silicone oil (350 cSt) is significantly higher than that
reported by Williams et al. (1 cSt). This is notable considering
higher drag forces and resistance to motion of water droplets
when aiming to move in more viscous oil media. The
experiment conducted on emulsions with various viscosity
oils exhibited the volume distribution normalized to the initial
value (Figure 5E). In all cases, shifting to larger water droplets
was observed; however, by increasing the viscosity, the rate of
the coalescence decreased as expected due to the hydro-
dynamic drag force and damping force exerted by the squeezed
fluid film (i.e., oil layer) between the approaching droplets.3 A
small decrease in the coalescence rate was observed when oil
viscosity in the emulsion increased more than 3 times (from
100 to 350 cSt). This suggests the dominant effect of the
electric forces overcoming hydrodynamic forces that are
induced by viscosity.
After 120 s of treatment under a 7 kV applied voltage, the

size of the water droplets reached the same size as the
emulsion treated under 10 kV, although no rapid increase in
water droplet size was observed (Figure 5C). Figure 5E shows
the electrical power consumption during the discharge. The
power was calculated based on the measuring current and
applied voltage over time (P = V·I). The consumed power with
a 10 kV applied voltage is nearly 2 times the one experienced
with the 7 kV voltage, suggesting an optimum operating
condition for efficient electrocoalescence and less power
consumption using corona discharge. The oil with higher
viscosity consumed less power compared to that with a lower
viscosity due to the lower convective flow inside the emulsion
with more viscous oil (see Figure 5F). In other words,
increasing the voltage resulted in increasing the coalescence
rate in the emulsion to a point in which the convection motion
increases without increasing the coalescence rate. This
undesired convection motion causes more power consumption
and poor electrocoalescence performance. This behavior needs
to be considered in search of the best recipe for separating

emulsions with different oil viscosity values and overweighed
against chain inhibitor behavior.

3. CONCLUSIONS
A contactless method of emulsion destabilization is presented
utilizing a corona discharge that induces a nonuniform electric
field in the emulsion. First, a qualitative analysis was conducted
via monitoring coalescence patterns of multiple macrosized
water droplets (diameter of ∼2.67 mm) inside an oil medium
captured using a high-speed camera. We found that dipole−
dipole interaction (DDI), migratory coalescence, and dielec-
trophoresis (DEP) are three major phenomena that induce the
coalescence of water droplets. While DDI is playing a major
role in the initial attraction of water droplets, the migratory
coalescence is enabling the collision or attraction of oppositely
charged water droplets. However, the DEP is increasing the
coalescence rate by bringing the water droplets to the center
due to the nonuniform electric field that is created by the
corona discharge as a key feature of our separation approach.
Next, a quantitative analysis was performed to study the impact
of corona discharge on the coalescence of water droplets in
micro/nanoemulsions using dynamic light scattering (DLS)
measurements. We showed that increasing the input voltage
and lowering the oil viscosity result in a faster coalescence rate,
while power consumption increases nonlinearly by an increase
in the input voltage. Finally, we found an optimum operating
condition for power-efficient electrocoalescence and separa-
tion, utilizing the corona discharge. This suggests that our
method can be tailored for efficient separation of emulsions
with given oil properties.
Some common separation methods such as centrifugation

and membrane separation are not energy-efficient and/or
environmentally friendly and are incapable of separating a wide
range of oil and water emulsions while often involving
installation and operation complexities.7−11,15 The contactless
nature of our separation has several advantages over current
methods used in industries. Simplicity in setting up and
starting the process and minimal need for maintenance make
our approach a reliable alternative for remote and offsite
applications where mobility, flexibility, and time efficiency are
needed. Unlike traditional electrocoalescence, the anode
(sharp conductive needle) in a positive corona discharge is
contactless (not connected directly to the emulsion) and
consequently does not experience electrolytic corrosion.
Besides, the air gap between the needle and the liquid (W/
O mixture or emulsion) acts as a dynamic overcurrent resistor
to protect the electrocoalescer against short circuits due to
bridge formation between water droplets. The corona
discharge is a room-temperature process (cold discharge);
however, for extra safety in contained working conditions,
nitrogen or other inert gases could be used to create ions and
separate water from oil. The risk of attaching water droplets to
an electrode and forming tiny droplets due to cone formation
is also decreased since the number of wetted electrodes is
reduced to one (just cathode electrode is in contact with the
medium).
In the future, our contactless electrocoalescence method can

be scaled up for bulk separation of high-volume emulsions by
designing and adapting a wire and/or a grid electrode
configuration. In addition, further study could focus on the
electrocoalescence of nanoemulsions stabilized using surfac-
tants. Besides, it is recommended for future works to form
corona discharge in inert gases (i.e., nitrogen or argon) instead
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of air and study their impact on oil/water separation using the
geometry of multiple electrodes.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A high-speed camera (Olympus TR i-speed) capable of up to
10 000 fps combined with a macrophotography lens (Tamron
90 mm 1:2.8) was used to capture the side videos and images
(at 10 fps for droplets and 30 fps for emulsion experiments).
The high-voltage amplifier (TREK Model 10/10B-HS) was
connected to a DC power supply (BK 1698), which was used
as a reference to the high-voltage amplifier. The amplifier can
generate high-voltage DC (both positive and negative) and AC
by a 1:1000 ratio. In these experiments, the positive DC was
only used to generate corona discharge to avoid direct contact
of the anode to emulsions and protect the electrode against
corrosion. Figure S3A,B shows a tungsten needle before and
after 100 h of corona discharge service under a high-resolution
optical microscope without any sign of corrosion. The current
was actively monitored by connecting the Keithley 2100 digital
multimeter to the HV amplifier.
To understand the fundamentals of coalescence by the

corona discharge, 10 μL water droplets (deionized water,
Sigma-Aldrich, diameter of ∼2.67 mm) were dispersed through
a steel needle using a Rame-́Hart automated dispensing system
(Model P/N 100-22) with an accuracy of ±0.002 μL. The
water droplets directly sunk into the large cubic quartz cell
with the size of 30 × 30 × 30 mm3 (W × D × H) and a 1 in.
copper disk fixed to its bottom, acting as a grounding
electrode. The test cell was then filled to 15 mm of height
with 3000 cSt silicone oil (obtained from Hudy). The corona
gap (t) was kept constant at 10 mm to assure that the ionic
wind created by the corona discharge can reach all oil surfaces
based on Warburg’s law.
To examine the effectiveness of the corona discharge on

emulsion separation, two types of W/O emulsions were
prepared using different processes. The first type of emulsion
consisted of the 2% water and a 98% silicone oil (350 cSt
viscous obtained from MicroLubrol) content by weight
agitated for 5 min by a magnetic stirrer at 2000 rpm, followed
by 5 min of mixing with a homogenizer (Waverly model H-
100) at 4000 rpm. Then, the emulsion was transferred to a
transparent plexiglass cell with the size of 25 × 10 × 30 mm3

(W × D × H). The homogenizer rpm and the mixing time
were experimentally obtained in a way that enables us to have a
proper droplet size range for optical observation of the
electroconvection, chain formation, coalescence, and sedimen-
tation using a regular camera. In the second type of emulsion,
the preweighted water and oil (less than 0.1 wt % water in oil)
were mixed in a beaker by a magnetic stirrer (BIPEE model
SH-2) at 2000 rpm for 5 min at room temperature
(temperature = 25 °C for both emulsions), followed by a
final mixing by the homogenizer at 6000 rpm for 20 min. After
that, the emulsions were transferred into a customized size 20
× 20 × 30 mm3 (W × D × H) plexiglass cell and exposed to
corona discharge. The sample preparation process was
experimentally set in a way that emulsions with a small and
uniform dispersion of water droplets suitable for the DLS
measurements were obtained repeatedly. The dielectric media
in these experiments were silicone oils with three different
viscosities of 100, 350, and 650 cSt (obtained from
MicroLubrol and XTR). The oil conductivities were measured
with a rudimentary setup using standard 4 mm electrophoresis
cuvettes as test cells. The conductivity of silicone oils with

different viscosities was found to be ∼6 × 10−12 S/m and close
to that expected. For each set of experiments, these emulsions
were made separately, following the same procedures
mentioned above. Water droplet size distributions were
quantified using the DLS instrument made by an Anton Paar
model Litesizer-500 (measuring range: 0.3 nm to 10 μm
particle diameter). The DLS determines the size of water
droplets based on their refractive factor compared to the oil
medium. Samples were uniformly extracted from all sides of
each cell to ensure that the results represent real size
distribution in each emulsion.
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